
 

Extraordinary Achievements 

Adarsh Public School has been always strived hard for excellence in all the arenas achieving new 

milestones every year, creating a new benchmark for itself. 

The school has been participating in INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON QUALITY 

CONTROL CIRCLES (ICSQCC) and has been winning prizes in INTER SCHOOL 

competitions organised NATIONALLY and INTERNATIONALLY for been more than 10 

years. The school boasts of being awarded the famous BRITISH COUNCIL AWARD for 2015-

2019.An active participant at the AIRTEL DELHI HALF MARATHON we have been winning 

laurels every year receiving a cheque of worth Rs. 50,000/- each year. The school has had its 

own NATIONAL CADET CORPS contingent imbibing the importance of fitness and discipline 

in a student’s life. The school has been a centre for NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR OPEN 

SCHOOLING for many years working hard for the benefit of the students and community at 

large being active participant in various community programs serving the society selflessly by 

being an active INTERACT CLUB under the aegis of ROTARY CLUB OF NEW DELHI 

organising various projects like ROTI PROJECT, TREE PLANTATION DRIVE, ORGAN 

DONATION, EYE CHECK UP CAMPS, SWATCHTA PAKHWADA CAMPAIGN etc. 

Various EXCHANGE PROGRAMS are organised in collaboration with other schools all across 

the globe.The school also plays a pivotal role in shaping the holistic development of the 

Adarshians making them global citizens by giving them INTERNATIONAL EXPOSURE 

through various EDUCATIONAL TRIPS to USA- NASA.,FRANCE, MAURITIUS, 

SINGAPORE, SRI LANKA, NEPAL etc. 

Extraordinary Characteristics 

Adarsh Public School is a school with a difference unlike any other school which has its roots in 

Lahore, started in 1934 by the Founder Late Dr. Bhagat Ram Sahgal. 

He was a staunch believer in Swami Dayanand Saraswati - the founder of Arya Samaj (the 

process of praying the God of Fire). 

With such strong ethos and values Dr. Bagat Ram started imparting high moral values into the 

young minds making them ADARSH citizens in the true spirit. 

The school motto “SIMPLE LIVING AND HIGH THINKING” strives to mould every child into 

modest individual having high ideals and sanguinity in life.  

Here at Adarsh we strive to make global citizens necessary for the leaders of tomorrow 

effusively searching the profound depths of bonds of unity. 


